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INTRODUCTION

Computer searching of the ERIC database has become widespread. A Cost
and Usage Study of the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) System
(ED 208 902), conducted by King Research in December 1981, estimated that
197,668 ERIC searches are performed annually, with approximately 60% being done
for administrators, planners, teachers, trainers, and counselors. The number of
online database search services providing access to citations from Resources in
Education and the Current Index to Journals in Education, ERIC's two monthly
indexes, has increased significantly in the past eight years. The first Survey of
ERIC Data Base Search Services (1974) listed 122 search locations in the United
States, 5 in Canada, and 1 in Sweden. The fourth and most current Directory of
ERIC Search Services (March 1981) contains entries for 415 search locations in the
United States and 42 foreign locations, primarily in Canada and Australia.

It is important that educators requesting information from ERIC become
informed about the process of computerized retrieval and the ERIC database in
order to improve the relevance and scope of their search results. Similarly, the
search intermediary (usually a librarian) who channels a request from the educator
to a search service must be aware of how a computer search is prepared so that
he/she will be able to help with the process.

This updated edition is written with these two audiences in mind. It is not
intended to be a tutorial for the sophisticated searcher who processes many
searches a day; rather it is an attempt to describe in non-technical language the
steps involved in preparing a computer search for ERIC.

One of few available resources designed specifically for use by the person
requesting an ERIC search, the original edition of this guide was prepared by Judith
Yarborough for the ERIC Clearinghouse on Information Resources in 1975.

Marilyn R. Laubacher
Syracuse, New York
May 1983



INITIATING A SEARCH

Choice of a Database

One of the first considerations is whether ERIC, the Educational Resources
Information Center, is the most appropriate database in which to search for
information on a particular topic. To make this decision, it is useful to know the
subjects covered, types of materials included, when the database was started and
number of entries to date, and accessibility of the primary materials located
through the search.

Through its network of 16 Clearinghouses, ERIC collects materials in the
field of education, covering the areas of adult, career, and vocational education;
counseling and personnel sr_rvices; educational management; elementary and early
childhood education; handicapped and gifted children; higher education;
information resources; junior colleges; languages and linguistics; reading and
communications skills; rural education and small schools; science, mathematics,
and environmental education; social studies/social science education; teacher
education; tests, measurement, and evaluation; and urban education. (A list of
Clearinghouses and their addresses appears as Appendix A.)

The materials consist of unpublished, noncopyrighted, "fugitive" documents
such as research reports, conference papers and proceedings, and curriculum
materials, which are announced monthly in Resources in Education (RIE), and
journal articles, which are announced monthly in ,the Current Index to Journals in
Education (CIJE). Since the ERIC system was stirted in 1966, more than 220,000
documents have been announced in RIE, and over 270,000 journal articles in CIJE.
Approximately 95% of the documents cited in RI's are available on microfiche and
may be read at one of over 700 ERIC microfiche collection sites, or ordered
individually from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS). Journal
article reprints for about 65% of the titles from CUE are available through
University Microfilms International (UMI).

One way to determine whether ERIC is the appropriate database, particularly
if the search intermediary is not familiar with its content, is to look up titles that
might be of interest in a few issues of RIE and CIJE, or an ERIC bibliography.

If the search question is psychologically oriented, it might be better to
choose the PSYCHINFO database, which covers materials in psychology and related
disciplines in the behavioral sciences. If there are very technical aspects, the NTIS
database offers reports of government funded research in the scientific and

technical fields. (A more complete listing of alternative databases is found in
Appendix B.) In some cases, searching more than one database may be desirable
and/or necessary to provide all relevant materials on a particular topic.

Computer or Manua. Search?

Having decided that ERIC is the appropriate database, one must then
determine whether a computer search is the best approach. A search that is
relatively simple to perform (e.g., specific writings of a particular author or
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examination of a narrow topic such as "School Newspapers ") can probably best be
done manually (by hand). Using a computer in fact lessens the possibility of finding
interesting material serenCpitously. A computer search is desirable when the
question is multifaceted and requires coordination of concepts. For example, the
question "What is the effect of educational television on bilingual children of
elementary school age?" has at least three facets: educational television,
bilingualism, and elementary school children. A manual search would be very time
consuming because it would involve sifting through many irrelevant titles under
each individual facet. However, a computer could very quickly isolate those titles
having something to do with all three of the facets.

A computer search is also useful when doing an in-depth retrospective
literature review. If the topic were "tests and testing" and the requestor
conducted a manual search to locate everything about the topic in ERIC, he/she
would have to look through each annual volume of RIE and semi-annual volume of
CIJE for titles listed under the ERIC subject headings (descriptors) "tests" and
"testing" and then look up each associated resume to find more information. Then,
since the ERIC system does not index specific items under their genercli heading,
the requestor would also have to check items indexed under specific types of tests,
such as Intelligence Tests, Occupational Tests, and Preschool Tests. This process
would also be time consuming without a computer.

A computer can also be used effectively for "free text" searching. Free text
searching, usually av&lable on computer systems, allows searching of ERIC titles
and abstracts for any word or phrase, whether or not it is in the controlled
vocabulary of the ERIC Thesaurus. It can also be used to locate minor descriptors
(not listed in the printed indexes or identifiers (terms not suitable for or not yet
included in the Thesaurus). A requestor who wants to know when a given word or
concept begins to appear in the literature, or to examine the literature in depth for
a given concept that is not yet represented by an ERIC descriptor, would probably
find computer free text searching the best answer.

A computer search must be done to locate certain types of information about
the documents that do not appear in the printed RIE index. Examples include the
language in which the document is written, the level of government which
sponsored it (local, state, federal, foreign, or international), the place where the
document was written, and the educational level about which it is concerned
(elementary, secondary, adult); the level is usually assigned as a minor descriptor.
Information about the language of a journal article and type of publication (i.e.,
besides being a journal article, a certain item might also be a research report or
opinion paper) is also available through the computer, but does not appear in the
printed CIJE index.
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SEARCH NEGOTIATION

Type of Search

After selection of the appropriate database(s) and search mode, the
information need and search objet of the requestor must be determined. For
example, the requestor might want (1) an indepth, comprehensive search that would
retrieve all relevant items from the database(s) selected on a particular topic (high
recall); CO- a high precision search, in which only items relevant to a specific
question are retrieved; (3) a Brief-search, in which some relevant items are
retrieved; or (4) a current awareness search, limited to the most recent materials
on a topic.

The current awareness search, sometimes called Selective Dissemination of
Information (SDI), establishes a profile of interest that is run periodically only on
new additions to the database. SDI is carefully tailored to fit the requestor's needs
and is supplied on a continuing basis.

Defining the Problem

The next step in setting up a search is carefully defining the problem or
question. The process is ideally carried on face-to-face between the requestor and
the searcher. If this cannot be accomplished, the telephone is the next best
alternative. When personal or telephone contact is not possible, this phase is
sometimes carried out by mail. However, relevancy of response can be low when a
mailed request is processed at face value, unless the question has been very clearly
stated.

The requestor is encouraged to d: scribe the search topic in natural language
end at some length. He/she is asked to state the question as clearly and concisely
as possible and to tell what information is not wanted as well as what is needed,
taking into account educational level, who will be using the information and how it
will be uses, the population about which information is desired, particular
authorities in the field or institutions where work is being performed, sources
already considered, and appropriate time frame (e.g., nothing prior to 1970).
Often, in talking over the question with the searcher, the requestor is able to
clarify and refine the topic considerably.

The requestor should take time to focus the question, to examine in depth
what information is needed, -tad to determine what is already available. It helps to
try to break the problem down into concepts; that is, to think in terms of the
facets of the question rather than just the expected answer. For example, "What is
the most effective method to teach mathematics to elementary school students
who are bilingual?" is a better question than "What do I do with children who don't
speak English?"

During this phase, it is important that the requestor be told what he/she can
expect to receive and in what format. A computer search of ERIC results in an
annotated bibliography of citations from both RIE arid ('IJL, unless only one is
specified. 'Fides from RIE include bibliographic information mid, as author,



institution, sponsoring agency, availability, and descriptive notes; subject headings
used to index the document; and a 200-word abstract. Titles from CIJE include
author and journal citation; indexing terms; and a 50-word annotation. After
examining the search resilts and deciding which titles are of interest, the
requestor must find and read the primary materials. ERIC microfiche collection
sites can be identified by contacting one of the ERIC Clearinghouses listed in
Appendix A for a list, if the searcher does not know where the nearest collection is
located. Individual titles may be ordered from EDRS in microfiche (MF) and/or
paper copy (PC) form, if indicated in the search printout. The EDRS price codes
found in the citation are translated in the back of a recent issue of RIE. Addresses
are provided for those titles unavailable from EDRS. Journal articles should be
located in a library collection, borrowed through interlibrary loan at a nearby
library, or ordered through UMI. Order forms for EDRS and UMI are found in
Appendix C.



DEVELOPING SEARCH STRATEGIES
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Circle A represents the set of ERIC materials indexed using the descriptor
Teaching Methods, Circle i\ those indexed using Sciences, ;tnd Circle C the sot
which were indexed iising Disadvantage f. The area of overlap for the three circles,
I), represents those materials indexed using all three ERIC descriptors. A search
for materials on methods for teaching science, not restricted to a particular group,
corild be done by simply combining sets A and R. Similarly, sets A and C could hr
combined to locate titles about methods for teaching the disadvantaged. All set
combinations are based on the logical operators OR, AND, and NOT.

When performing a «miputer sear, II, one is defining all the material in< hided
in each of the 'rules, which is called a "set." fire sraich illustrated in the Venn
diagram above could he expanded using the operator as follows: Set A (Cul le
A) could he increased to include material indexed many, the ERIC descriptors
Tea( ping Methods OR Teacher Effectiveness OR Educational Strategics. Set l
(Circle I) could be expanded to include Sciences OR Science Instruc:tion
SCleilCe CUMe ulurn, and Set C (Circle C) could he defined as Disadvantaged OR
Disadvantaged Youth OR Economically Disadvantaged OR Le)wat.onally
Disadvantaged OR Low Inc mie (stoups. After the sets have been defined, the AND
operator is used to refine the search by decreasing the total number of items and
providing a .rt of titles indexed using des( riptors c ou.nion to two or more
For example, tit Irs Ioc and in the sear( b done by ( oinbinirrg, Set A AND Set I\ AND
"1r t ( (repre-.ented by overlap area I)) %%wild have to have at lea :t one de t liott)t
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c. MAItiple terms beginning with the same word, thereby causing
unnecessary repetitive access in the manual indexes.

4. At least one (1) major descriptor must be assigned to a document; not
more than five (5) major descriptors are permitted for each document
(six if only one major identifier is used). There is, however, no upper
limit on the total number of descriptors that can be used to index a
given document; the average for RIE is around eleven (11) per
document.

5. There is no minimum requirement for identifiers; no more than two (2)
identifiers should be designated as major.

6. Index to the specific level of subject matter covered by the document.
Do not automatically index "up" to higher generic levels than the
document actually deals with. Do not automatically index "down" to all
the sub-elements of the level dealt with.

7. Index in depth, or exhaustively, all significant concepts covered in the
document.

8. Index the document and exposition in hand; avoid indexing implications,
possible uses, and other aspects referred to, but not actually dealt with.

9. Index on the basis of the entire document, not just a part such as the
"Introduction" or "Conclusions."

10. if a document is concerned with a particular educational
(grade/academic) level, the indexer must index tc hat level.

11. Insofar as possible, index terms used should appear (in recognizable
form) in the abstract (or title) of the document. This provides the user
with a reassuring justification for the use of each index term for that
particular item.

12. Index terms are written with initial capital letters. Except when used
as the initial word, articles and connectives (prepositions and
conjunctions) are not capitalized in a descriptor. Exceptions to this
rule occur in certain identifiers, e.g., book titles such as "Graduate
(The)."

13. Index terms are written without punctuation or special characters, with
the sole exception being parentheses (to enclose a qualifier).

14. Over-indexing and under-indexing should be avoided. The excessive use
of terms beginning with the same word can lead to over-indexing, as
can the unrestrained listing of every concept contained in a small
document. Under-indexing usually results from failure to assume the
searcher's point P-C view.

8 1 3



Several of these rules need further elaboration in order to understand how
they affect ERIC search strategy formulation: Rule 1/3, major descriptors and
identifiers; Rule 116, indexing specificity; and Rule //10, educational levels.

Major descriptors and identifiers. Major descriptors and identifiers represent
the main concepts contained in individual documents and journal articles. Titles in
the printed RIE and CIJE subject indexes arc listed only under the major
descriptors and identifiers assigned to them as part of the indexing process. No
more than five major descriptors (six if only one major identifier is used) and two
major identifiers may be assigned per title. A set of descriptors and identifiers
used in performing a computer search can be limited to instances where they have
been designated as major subject headings. This will decrease the number of items
in the set and insure that the remaining titles deal primarily with the concepts
represented by the terms in the set.

Indexing specificity. ERIC guidelines call for indexing to "the specific level
of subject matter" covered by the document or article in hand. In practice this
means that an item about cable television would be indexed using the descriptor
Cable Television and not the broader term Television. As with any rule there are
exceptions: When the document/or article discusses a concept at bath a general
and a specific level (e.g., intelligence tests in general and specific tests as well) in
about equal detail; when the document or article discusses a specific concept, but
the indexer thinks the document adds useful information to the body of knowledge
about the general ccncept; /or when the document or article discusses many
specifics of a general concept, but none in sufficient detail to merit the indexing of
each specific concept. Knowing this, the searcher must be careful to choose not
only those broad terms that cover the topic but also the narrower terms that are
included in the more general area. For instance, when the requestor is interested
in Television, all of the specific kinds of television that may be of interest must
also be specified if the search is to retrieve items which deal with these sub-sets
specifically, i.e., Broadcast Television, Childrens Television, Cable Television,
Closed Circuit Television, Commercial Television, Educational Television, Public
Television.

Educational levels. There are 71 descriptors in the ERIC Thesaurus which
can be used to identify the educational level being studied or toward which a
document or article is directed, e.g., Adult Programs, Inservice Education, or
Undergraduate Study (see Appendix E for complete list). Fourteen of these
descriptors have been identified as subsuming several of the more specific terms,
and one or more of the 14 must a11 )/a be used to index the educational level when
the document deals with such levels. This "mandatory" educational level descriptor
procedure was implemented in February 1975, and is particularly useful for
restricting the output of a computer search to the appropriate grade level. Since
the level terms are usually assigned as minor descriptors (unless the level is the
central focus of the document or articled titles do not appear under these
descriptors in the printed subject indexes. The exceptions to the mandatory rule
are instances where the level is incidental to the content and not specifically
treated, or where any or all levels might apply equally. The mandatory educational

9
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level descriptors, taken front the (runt ul the The,..ititiv, ot ERIC. 1)escriptors, are
listed below:

EARLY CHILDHOOD I:AMC/V[10N
Scope Note: Activities .ind/or experiences that are intended to effect
developmental changes ill children, from birth through the primary units
of elementary school (grades K-3).

PRESCHOOL EDUCATION
Scope Note: Activities and/or experiences that are intended to
effect developmental changes in children, from birth to entrance
in kindergarten (or grade 1 when kindergarten is not attended).

goo PRIMARY EDUCATION
Scope Note: Education provided in kindergarten through grade 3.

ELEMENTARY SECONDARY EDUCATION
Scope Note: Formal education provided in kindergarten or grade 1

through grade 12.

co ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Scope Note: Education provided in kindergarten or grade 1

through grade 6, 7, or 8.

ADULT BASIC EDUCATION
Scope Note: Education provided for adults at
elementary level (through grade 8), usually with emphz
communicative, computational, and social skills.

PRIMARY EDUCATION
Scope Note: (See above.)

s INTERMEDIATE GRADES
Scope Note: Includes the middle and/or upper elementary
grades, but usually 4, 5, and 6.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Scope Note: Education provided in grade 7, 8, or 9 through grade
12.

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
Scope Note: Education provided in grades 7, 8, and 9--less
commonly 7 and 8, or 8 and 9.

HIGH SCHOOLS (Changed from "Senior High Schools" in March
1980.)

Scope Note: Providing formal education in grades 9 or 10
through 12.

10 1 tr



111(.11 Sc11001. EQ111VALENCY PIZOGRAMS
tic ope Note: Adult educational activities concerned with
the preparation for .111(1 the t.1<illy, 01 tests WI .1(11 lead to .
high school equivalency certificate, e.g., General
EdlICitti01141 Development progran

POSTSECONDARY EDI icATioN
Scope Note: All education beyond the secondary levelincludes
learning activities and experiences beyond the compulsory school
at;:endance age, with the exception of adult basic education and high
school equivalency programs. (Before Apr75, restricted to "education
beyond grade 12 and less than the baccalaureate level.")

IIGHER EDUCATION
Scope Note: All education beyond the secondary level leading to
a formal degree.

e TWO YEAR COLLEGES (Changed from "Junior Colleges" in March
1980.)

Scope Note: Public or private postsecondary institutions
providing at least 2, but less than 4, years of academic and/or
occupational education.

Indexable Elements

Documents and articles in ERIC are indexed based on the following concept
groups, as applicable:

Population Concepts
Activities/Action Concepts; Methodology/Materials Concepts
Curriculum Concepts
Identifiers
Document Form/Type

Population concepts. These elements categorize and identity the group or
individual studied by the document or intended as the users of the document. Most
important to ERIC users are terms identifying the population's educational
(grade /academic) level or age level. However, other categories which may be
applicable are: Occupation; Race or Nationality; Religion; Intelligence or Ability
Level; Physical or Emotional Characteristics; Socioeconomic Characteristics; Sex.
Examples of some terms in the Thesaurus which represent these various population
concepts follow:

Age - e.g.,

INFANTS 0 - 24 months
PRESCHOOL CHILDREN 2 - 5 years
YOUNG CHILDREN 0 - 8 years
CHILDREN 0 - 12 years
ADOLESCENTS 13 - 17 years

11
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ACCOUNTANTS
COOKS
COUNSELORS
LIBRARIANS
MEDICAL LABORATORY ASSISTANTS
OPTOMETRISTS
TEACHERS

Note: See also list of Narrower Terms under term OCCIWATIONS, and
Descriptor Group "OCU.I('ATIONS."

Race/Nationality - e.g.,

AMERICAN INDIANS
ARABS
BLACKS
CHINESE AMERICANS
CUBANS
ESKIMOS
FILIPINO AMERICANS
HISPANIC AMERICANS
INDIANS
ITALIAN AMERICANS

Religion - e.g.,

AMISH
CATHOLICS
CHRISTIANITY
ISLAMIC CULTURE

Intelligence /Ability Level - e.g.,

ACADEMICALLY GIFTED
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
HIGH ACHIEVEMENT
LEARNING DISABILITIES

Physical/Emotional Characteristics

AMPUTATIONS
BLINDNESS
DEAFNESS

JAPANESE AMERICANS
KOREAN AMERICANS
LATIN AMERICANS
MEXICAN AMERICANS
MEXICANS
NORTH AMERICANS
POLISH AMERICANS
PUERTO RICANS
SPANISH AMERICANS
WHITES

JEWS
JUDAISM
PROTESTANTS
PURITANS

ILLITERACY
MENTAL RETARDATION
SLOW LEARNERS
TALENT

- e.g.,

12
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Activities/action and methodology/materials concepts. Such terms as
Instruction, Testing, and Experiments describe activities or action concepts, while
Language Laboratories, Objective Tests, Programed Instructional Materials, and
Filmstrips describe methodology and materials concepts.

Curriculum concepts. 'This refers to the educational subject or concept that
is being administered, taught, or measured. Examples are Arithmetic, History,
Learning Disabilities, Reading, Spatial Ability, and the like.

Identifiers. Highly specific terms such as proper names of persons,
organizations, or geographic locations, which are varied and often transient. are
not usually appropriate for the Thesaurus. However, they can be highly !ful
access points and must be taken into account in the indexing process. The ERIC
solution to this Problem is the identifier field, a relatively "free" and open subject
indexing field. Although they are not rigidly defined, structured, or controlled as
are descriptors, identifiers are constructed using certain standards to avoid
excessive scattering under different word forms and to aid retrieval. The proper
format for all existing identifier concepts is found in the Identifier Authority List.
Existing categories of identifiers are: conferences/meetings, curriculum areas,
equipment (including computer programs), facilities, geographic locations, groups
(ethnic, occupations, and other), health-related terms (including psychology),
historical/special events, languages/linguistics, laws/legislation, methods/theories,
miscellaneous, organizations, personal names, projects/programs, science and
technology, tests/testing, titles (literature, films, etc.) Besides specific entities,
identifiers may also consist of more general concepts that have been introduced in
the literature but not yet added to the Thesaurus.

Document form/type concepts. Labeling of publication type or document
characteristics, e.g., Annual Reports, Catalogs, or Newspapers, is done by

13
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ANNI1A1 REPO TS
ANSW I 1 S
ANSV ER SHEE
ANTHOLOGIES
ATLASES
AUD1ODISC REC:ORDINGS
AUDIOTAPE RECORDINGS

*AUDIOVISUAL AIDS
AUTOBIOGRAPHIES

* BIBLIOGRAPHIES
BIOGRAPHICAL INVENTORIES
BIOGRAPHIES
BOOK REVIEWS

*BOOKS
BULLETINS
CAIZTOONS
CASE RECORDS
CASE STUDIES
CATALOGS
CHARTS
CHECK LISTS
CHILDRENS LITERATURE
CHRONICLES
CITATION INDEXES
CODES OF ETHICS
COMICS (PUBLICATIONS)
COMPUTER OUTPUT MICROFILM
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

*CONFERENCE PAPERS
*CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS
CONTRACTS
COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
CURRICULUM GUIDES
DIAGRAMS
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FNCYLOPEDIAS
ESSAYS
FALBA FY (11 111)ELINES
1 AC1 II 1 Y HANDBOOKS

1.,r'01B11.1 1 1' STUDIL)
FILMOGRAPHIES
FILMS
FILMSTRIPS
FLOW CHARTS
FOREIGN LANGUAGE BOOKS
FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS
FOREIGN LANGUAGE PERIODICALS
GAMES
GLOSSARIES
GRAPHS
GUIDELINES

*GUIDES
HEARINGS
ILLUSTRATIONS
INDEXES
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
INTERVIEWS
ITEM BANKS
KINESCOPE RECORDINGS
LABORATORY MANUALS
LARGE TYPE MATERIALS
LEADERS GUIDES
LEGISLATION
LESSON PLANS
LETTERS (CORRESPONDENCE)
LITERATURE REVIEWS
MAGNETIC TAPE CASSETTES
MAGNETIC TAPES
MAPS
MASTER PLANS

*MASTERS THESES
MATRICES
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Although it k useful tc :)e able to limit :itles in a search to teaching guides
or evaluative reports, for e..ample, searchers of ERIC need to be cautious when
restricting their output by publication type code due to changes that have occurred
in the codes and their assignment over time. One-letter codes (such as "L" for
Bibliographies and "U" for Research Reports) were used for five years between
mid-1974 and mid-1979. The publication type descriptors (such as Directories and
Guides) were also used, even if they overlapped with the PUBTYPE code. Studies
of ERIC Clearinghouse practice determined that the ability to assign only one code
was inadequate and was causing inconsistent use, e.g., a conference paper might
also be a research report or an opinion paper, and there was no order of priority in
choosing the code. Consequently, in 1979 the codes were changed to 3-digit codes
(see Appendix C) which were more specific, the use of certain publication type
descriptors was restricted when they overlapped with the new PUBTYPE codes, up
to three codes could be assigned per title, the codes were assigned to CIJE articles
for th.- first time (a journal article can also be a research report, opinion paper, or
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Print version:

Thesaurus:
Producer:

Online vendors:

Grant Information System (quarterly) and Faculty
Alert Bulletins (monthly, in six subject areas:
Creative and Performing Arts, Education, Health,
Humanities, Physical and Life Sciences, and Social
Sciences)
None
Compiled by Betty L. Wilson and William K.
Wilson, published by Oryx Press, 2214 North
Central at Encanto, Phoenix, AZ 85004
DIALOG and SDC

Scope: GRANTS covers awards that are greater than $5,000 in all subject areas
and that are available on a national or regional level from government,
private foundations, associations, or organizations.

International Software Database

Coverage dates:
Number of citations:
Updates:
Print version:

Thesaurus:
Producer:

Online vendor:

Scope:

1983 (current offerings)
10,000
Monthly
International Microcomputer Software Directory
and International Minicomputer Software Directory
None
Imprint Software, Ltd., 1520 South College,
Fort Collins, CO 80524
DIALOG

Lists commercially available software (computer programs) for any
microcomputer or minicomputer; includes items of interest for the expert
or the hobbyist on a wide range of topics.

Microcomputer Index

Coverage dates:
Number of citations:
Updates:
Print version:
Thesaurus:

Producer:

Online vendor:

1980 to present
13,000
Quarterly
Microcomputer Index
List of Controlled Vocabulary Terms Used
in Microcomputer Index
Microcomputer Information Services,
2464 El Camino Real, Suite 247, Santa Clara,
CA 95051
DIALOG

Scope: Subject and abstract guide to magazine articles from 40 microcomputer
journals which includes general articles on microcomputing, book and
software reviews, applications, and product descriptions.
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National Information Center for Educational Media ( NICEM)

Coverage dates:
Number of citations:
Updates:

Print version:

Thesaurus:
Producer:

Online vendor:

Scope:

1979 edition currently available
331,000
Completely reloaded every two years with
irregular online updates in between
NICEM Indexes to: 16mm Educational Films,
3 5rn m Educational Filmstrips, Educational
Overhead Transparencies, 8rnm Motion Cartridges,
Educational Video Tapes, Educational Audio Tapes,
Educational Records, Educational Slides, Producers
and Distributors, Psychology--Multimedia, Health
and Safety Education--Multimedia, Vocational and

-hnical Education--Multimedia, Environmental
,,,dies--Multimedia, Nonprint Special Education

Materials -- Multimedia (Learner Volume), and
Nonprint Special Education Materials--Multimedia
(Professional Volume). Updated every 2/4 years.
NICEM Subject Headings
National Information Center for Educational
Media, University of Southern California,
University Park, Los Angeles, CA 90007
DIALOG

Complete coverage of nonprint educational materials (see list of titles
above) from pre-school to professional and graduate school levels.

National Information Center for Special Education Materials/National Instructional
Materials Information Center (NICSEM/NIMIS).

Coverage dates: DIALOG: online from 1974-1977; BRS: online
from 1977-1980 (NIMIS II)

Number of citations: 39,000 (1974-1977); 32,000 (1977-1980)
lJpdates: None
Print version: No printed equivalent to file, although NICSEM

publishes:
Master Index to Special Education Materials,
Special Education Index to Learner Materials,
Special Education Index to Parent Materials,
Special Education Index to Assessment Materials,
Special Education Index to In-Service Training
Materials

Thesaurus: NICSEM Special Education Thesaurus and
Instructional Materials Thesaurus for Special

Education
Producer: National Information Center for Special Education

Materials, 3716 South Hope Street, 2nd Floor,
Los Angeles, CA 90007

Online vendors: BRS and DIALOG

Scope: Media for handicapped or exceptional learners, in all subject areas, at all
levels, including audiovisual materials and equipment, braille books,
equipment and adaptive devices, and assessment instruments.
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National Technical Information Service (NM)

Coverage dates:
Number of citations:
1pda tes:

Print version:
Thesaurus:

Producer:

Online vendors:

1964 to present
93/,000
Riweekly, with approxiately 3,000 added monthly
Government Reports Announcements and Index
Eight major thesauri used to index a variety of
government-sponsored reports: 1) DDC Retrieval
and Indexing Terminology, 2) Thesaurus of DDC
Descriptors (1964-1973), 3) ERDA Subject Indexing
and Retrieval Thesaurus, 4) INIS: Thesaurus
(1973-1975), 5) Subject Headings Used by the
USAEC Division of Technical Information
(1964-1973), 6) NASA Thesaurus, Volumes I and II,
7) Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors, and 8) Thesaurus
of Engineering and Scientific Terms.
National Technical Information Service, U.S.
Department of Commerce, 5285 Port Royal Road,
Springfield, V. "2161
BRS, DIALOG, -ad SDC

Scope: Government-sponsored research, development, and engineering reports,
foreign technical reports, and analyses prepared by national and local
government agencies, their contractors or grantees. Includes material
from hard and soft sciences.

PsycINFO (formerly Psychological Abstracts)

Coverage dates:
Number of citations:
Updates:
Print version:
Thesaurus:
Producer:

Online vendors:

1967 to present (online)
402,000, with 36,000 added annually
Monthly (online)
Psychological Abstracts (1927 to present)
Thesaurus of Psychological Index Terms
Psychological Abstracts Information Service,
American Psychological Association,
1400 North Uhle Street, Arlington, VA 22201
BRS, DIALOG, and SDC

Scope: Approximately 100 periodicals and 1,500 books, technical reports,
dissertations, and monographs are scanned each year to provide coverage
of original research, reviews, discussion, theory, conference papers, panel
discussions, case studies, and descriptions of the apparatus in the field of
psychology and related disciplines in the behavioral sciences as well as
education.

Resources in Computer Education (RICE)

Coverage dates:
Number of citations:
Updates:
Print version:

1979 to present
2,000, with 1,200-1,800 added yearly
Bimonthly
None
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Thesam us:
Producer:

(Millie vendor:

(11 EI/ nsciipfor!,
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory,
1U() S.w. Sixth Avenue, Portland, of; 97204

ISRS

Information concerning the state of the art in elementary and secondary
school computer applications, includes direct references to software
packages and producers. Expansion in 1983 will include categories on
computer literacy, with objectives and test items for education; Project
Register, containing descriptions of school projects in K-12 computer
applications; and Inventory, containing data on installation of hardware in
sch"ols.

School Practices Information File (SPIF)

coverage dates:
Number of citations:
Updates:
Print version:
Thesaurus:
Producer:

Online vendor:

Projects and products currently in operation or use
12,000, with 500 added monthly
Bimonthly
None
Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors
Education Service Group, Bibliographic Retrieval
Services, 1200 Route 7, Latham, NY 12110
BRS

Scope: Educational practices, programs, and materials currently in operation or
use, including such things as Title IV-C and NDN projects.

Social Science Citation Index (SSCO

Coverage dates:

Number of citations:
Updates:
Print version:

Thesaurus:
Producer:

Online vendors:

DIALOG: online from 1972 to present; BRS:
online from 1978 to present, offline from
1972-1977
1,177,000, with 10,000 added monthly
Monthly (online)
Social Science Citation Index (1969 to present;
3/year)
None
Institute for Scientific Information (ISO,
3501 Market Street, University City Science
Center, Philadelphia, PA 19104
BRS and DIALOG

Scope: A multidisciplinary database indexing every significant item from over
1,000 social sciences, journals (including 155 educational research
journals), selected articles from almost 3,000 additional journals in
natural, physical, and biomedical sciences, and monographs. In addition to
traditional retrieval by author, journal name, or title, the databasz
provides the capability to search an author's cited references.
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19(. 5 to present (onlon)
Appioximately 112,000, vtli /,)(g) added annually
t,,o.it Icily (onlin)
,N4)( Abstr,o t (19') i to pi c.,ent)
Sociolog,n .11 Absti.0 Izetet en( e Manual,
"Authority File"
Sociological Ah..tr,o ts, 1%c). Rox 111(1(.,
San Dieg,o, ( -A 92122

Online vetidor;, I)IALO(,

Scope: Scans over 1,290 journals and ot her serial publications each year to
provide cover of the original research, reviews, discussions,
monographic yiblications, conference reports, panel discussions, and case
studies in the field of sociology and related disciplines in the and
behavioral sciences, including education.

Education Index

Although it is not yet availa )le for online searching, Education Index is an
additional resource that is also of interest to educators. Begun in 1929, it provides
comprehensive access by author and subject, and primarily covers the core
education periodicals, although it also includes proceedings, yearbooks, bulletins,
and monographs for a total of 312 titles. Education Index is published by the
H. W. Wilson Company, 950 University Avenue, Bronx, NY 10452.

The three main commercial suppliers of online computer retrieval are:

Bibliographic Retrieval Services (BRS)
1200 Route 7
Latham, NY 12110
(800) 833-4707 or (518) 783-1161

DIALOG Information Retrieval Service
3460 Elillview Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94304
(800) 227-1960 or (800) 982-5838 in California

System Development Corporation (SDC)
2500 Colorado Avenue
Santa Monica, CA 90406
(800) 421-7229 or (800) 352-6689 in California
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CIJE Article Copy Order Form
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2.
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4.

lJnoicrity Microfilm) Into, tiAtion.il
l)rpl

{41/ t.' MI )1 loner Street
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AfIlk t i 1111 t VOL to ()ATE

Total Number of Articles

Total Number Copies of same Article

@,112. 00 = $

@$2.25 = $

Total $

METHOD OF PAYMENT SHIP TO:

Check or money order enclosed Name

MasterCharge Interbank // Organization

Expiration date

Visa/BankAmericard Address

Expiration date City/State/Zip
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Support Staff, Teachers, Parents, Clergy,
Researchers)

060 HISTORICAL. MATERIALS

070 INFORMATION ANALYSES (Literature Reviews,
State-of-the-Art Papers)
--ERIC Information Analysis Products

080 JOURNAL ARTICLES

090 LEGAL/LEGISLATIVE/REGULATORY MATERIALS

100 AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS

110 STATISTICAL DATA (Numerical/Quantitative)

120 VIEWPOINTS (Opinion Papers, Position Papers,
Essays, etc.)
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Found In lilt_ k131.., tL.is m,JeN fists personal in alphabetical crder
tin,. last name, %kith titles of their ci,..ctiment% and/cr .,ournal articles and the
LI) or EJ number for each.

BOOLEAN ALGEBRA

A system for symbolizinK logical statements by operators, usually AND, OK,
and NOT, from which relationships among statements can'then be derived
mechanically. Boolean Algebra is an alvebra of classes and is considered a
branch of symbolic logic. The notation permits the expression of conditional
statements and statements of fact in symbolic form, and by means of
prescribed operations allows arrival at valid conclusions. It is much in use in
information retrieval to express the conditions of a computer search. It is
named after the mathematician George Boole (1815-1860.
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numbers. The follov.ing codes are current!) in use: CL, CU, CS, LA. LC, FL,
liE, lit, :IC, PS, RC, SL, SO, SP, TM, LD. 1°1101.4-y1g codes have been used
in the Ac, AL, EL, ELM, TE, VT.
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DESCRIPTORS (TRANSFERRED)

Former indexable or main terms that have been downgraded to the status of
Used For (UF) terms. Former Descriptors displayed as UFs arc no longer
carried in the ERIC files. Their postings have been transferred to the
preferred USE term(s).

DOCUMENT

A generic term referring to any printed form in which a written or graphic
work may be produced. Encompasses reports, speeches, journal articles,
dissertations, brochures, pamphlets, proceedings, books, and many other
bibliographic forms.

DOCUMENT RESUME SECTION

A section of RIE which includes the document resumes, arranged numerically
by ED number, and grouped alphabetical' by Clearinghouse prefix initials.
(See also "Resume")

ED NUMBER

ED stands for ERIC Document. Ed accession numbers identify documents
announced in Resources in Education (RIE). They are assigned automatically
to documents by the ERIC computer system as one of the last steps in
computer processing. Documents are ordered by the public from EDRS by
using the ED number.

EDRS

An acronym standing for ERIC Document Reproduction Service. EDRS is the
document supply and distribution component of the ERIC network and is
responsible for the microfiching of all documents, the handling of standing
orders (subscriptions) for microfiche, and the handling of on-demand orders
for both microfiche and paper copy. The current contractor is Computer
Microfilm International Corporation (P.O. Box 190, Arlington, VA 22210).

&I NUMBER

EJ stands for ERIC Journal Number. Assigned to journal articles announced
in Current Index to Journals in Education. Used for ordering reprints from
article reprint sources such as University Microfilms International (UMI).
(See also "University Microfilms International")
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ERIC

An acronym standing for Educational Resources Information Center. A
decentralized network of organizations whose primary goal is bibliographic
control over the domestic literature of education. Components arc: (1)
Central ERIC (the Government sponsor and monitor); (2) ERIC Clearinghouses
(16 non-profit contractors); (3) Support Contractors, (a) ERIC Facility- -
editing, computer processing; (b) ERIC Document Reproduction Service--
rnicrofiching, document reproduction; (c) CIJE publisher--commercial
publishing.

ERIC PROCESSING AND REFERENCE FACILITY

A centralized information processing facility serving all components of the
ERIC network under the policy direction of Central ERIC. It accepts data
from the ERIC clearinghouses, edits and keys the data, and builds, maintains,
and produces various products from the database. A wide variety of
supporting functions are also performed, e.g., acquisitions, lexicography, data
conversion, reference, tape distribution, forms control, scheduling, etc. (4833
Rugby Avenue, Suite 301, Bethesda, MD 20814)

ERIC PROCESSING MANUAL

This manual provides detailed rules, guidelines, and examples to be used by
the components of the ERIC system in acquiring, selecting, and processing
documents and journal articles and updating the ERIC vocabulary.

ERICTAPES

The commercial "brand" name used for the ERIC database in machine-
readable form when it is sold to outside user groups. Different files and
formats are available from the ERIC Processing and Reference Facility.

ERICTOOLS

The commercial "brand" name used for the ERIC internal reference
publications (e.g., Title Index, Source Directory) when they are sold to
outside user groups through the ERIC Processing and Reference Facility.

FACET

Term or group of terms which express one aspect of the search topic.

FALSE DROP

A retrieval or "hit" based on an unintended coordination of index terms.
Synonymous with "noise."
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FREE TEXT

The natural narrative language used by authors in creating the titles of
documents and by abstractors in creating the abstracts, annotations, and
cataloger's notes pertaining to those documents. The text of such fields is
free or uncontrolled in contrast to the Descriptors and Identifiers
constituting the controlled indexing vocabulary. Modern computer retrieval
systems permit retrieval from either fields controlled by authority lists (such
as thesauri) or from free text fields. Since the appearance of a word in free
text may or may not have a significant relationship to subject content,
searching based on free text tends to retrieve a certain amount of low
precision material.

FUGITIVE LITERATURE

Unpublished, limited distribution material that is produced in limited
quantities. Examples would be research reports, speeches, presentations, etc.
Fugitive material has a tendency to disperse rapidly and to be unavailable
within a relatively short time after it is generated. It varies widely in
quality. If it is to be made available for the benefit of potential users (other
than the small group of initial recipients), it must be captured and put under
control by one of the database systems such as ERIC.

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE (GPO)

The Public Printer responsible for printing and distributing most Federal
Government publications, including Resources in Education. (Superintendent
of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington DC 20402)

GROUP CODES

These 3-digit codes refer to the placement of each Thesaurus Descriptor in
one of 41 (52 prior to the 1977-1980 Vocabulary Improvement Project)
Descriptor Groups. These groups are broad subject categories that provide an
overview of the Thesaurus vocabulary. They can be used for general browsing
and searching.

HARD COPY

See "Paper Copy."

HIERARCHICAL DISPLAY

One of four arrangements or formats of the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors
(the others being the Alphabetical Display, the Rotated Display, and the
Descriptor Group Display). This display presents sets of generic tree
structures showing, for every Thesaurus Descriptor, the trail of narrower
terms below it and broader terms above it, each carried to the farthest
extreme.



IIIT

A record (in a database) that is retrieved in the course of a search.

IDENTIFIER

Semi-controlled retrieval terms intended to add a depth to indexing that is
not always possible with Descriptors alone. An Identifier is usually the name
of a specific entity, e.g., project, person, place, organization, test, group,
item of equipment, piece of legislation. An Identifier may also be a new
concept, under consideration for Descriptor status and awaiting approval for
admission to a formally controlled vocabulary or thesaurus.

IDENTIFIER AUTHORITY LIST

A complete list of all approved Identifiers (alphabetical or by category).
Aw.ilable from the ERIC Processing and Reference Facility.

INDEXING

The process of assigning words or terms to documents and journal articles in
order to describe their subject content for purposes of subsequent retrieval.

INSTITUTION INDEX

Found in RIE, this index lists document titles under the institution responsible
for producing them and under their sponsoring agency when applicable.
Arranged in alphabetical order by name of university, agency, association,
etc.

JOURNAL ARTICLES

Generic term referring to independent writings appearing in journals and
other serial publications, e.g., newsletters.

JOURNAL CONTENTS INDEX

An index in Current Index to Journals in Education (COE) that lists
alphabetically each journal issue, and the articles within it, covered by that
issue of COE.

LEVEL DESCRIPTORS

Those descriptors from the Thesaurus which identify the educational level
being studied or toward which a document is directed, e.g., Elementary
Education, Adult Basic Education, College Programs.
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LEVELS (11 21 and 3)

Documents are announced in RIL at one of three possible levels:

Level I. documents are available in both microfiche and paper
copy from EDRS.

Level 2: documents are available only in microfiche from ORS.

Level 3: documents are not available from EDRS, but an
alternate source of availability is cited in the
RIE announcement.

LOGICAL OPERATORS

Symbols between two operands or before the operand which form the "what
to do" portion of an operation. Used for exclusion, conjunction, disjunction,
or non-equivalence, these operators form the bases of symbolic logic and
search strategy in information retrieval systems. OR, AND, and NOT are the
most commonly used logical operators in computer searching.

MACMILLAN INFORMATION

The contractor which produced Current Index to Journals in Education from
1969 through February 1979, and continues to make editions from these years
available on microfiche (Macmillan Professional and Library Services, 1008
Brown Street, Riverside, NJ 08370).

MAIN ENTRY SECTION

A section of COE which includes the article annotation, indexing terms, and
journal citation. Arranged numerically by EJ number and alphabetically by
Clearinghouse prefix initials.

MAJOR TERM

A Descriptor or Identifier representing one of the major concepts contained
in a bibliographic citation. Major terms appear in the published subject
indexes; all other indexing terms are, by definition, "Minor." In order to
restrict the size of published indexes, no more than five (5) major Descriptors
and two (2) major Identifiers or six (6) major Descriptors and one (1) major
Identifier, may be assigned to any citation. A Descriptor or Identifier is
Major or Minor only in the context of the particular citation where it is being
used (i.e., it is not inherently major or minor).
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MANUAL SEARl'II

Examination by hand ut the annual, st-na-annual, and monthly issues of
IZesotir( e., in Educ,ition and ( nIntet Imle o)x t iotlinal% I adue tion lot
1111011110A to

A 4" by 6" (10)nun x 148n11) tlat sheet of film, containing reduced images of
document pages. ERIC prepares microfiche for all Level I awl 2 documents
announced in R1E, using the COSAT1/NMA standard (24X reduction; 98
frames in a 7 x 14 grid). Microfiche may be made of silver, diazo, or
vesicular film. A microfiche reader or reader-printer is required to read the
page image.

MINOR TERM

A Descriptor Identifier assigned to a citation and appearing in the printed
Resume and in the machine record, but not in the published subject indexes.

NARROWER TERM (NT)

A Thesaurus cross-reference used to indicate hierarchical relationships
among Descriptors. Narrower terms represent concepts totally included
within a broader conceptual class (represented by another Descriptor). For
example, ALGEBRA is considered an NT of MATHEMATICS. Because they
are Descriptors, NTs are indexable and searchable. The indexable NT
achieves ERIC's goal of "subject-specific" indexing. Its mandatory reciprocal
is the "Broader Term."

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF EDUCATION (NIE)

Created by Congress in 1972 "to help solve or alleviate critical problems in
American education", NIE has the responsibility for the conduct of federally-
funded educational research. The ERIC system is funded by NIE.

ONLINE

An "online" function is performed with the user in direct contact with the
computer, interacting in real time. Contrasted to "offline," where the user
submits the job into a queue to be run (and delivered) at some future date.

ORYX PRESS

A commercial printer located in Phoenix, Arizona (2213 North Central at
Encanto, 85004). Has been the CIJE and ERIC Thesaurus publisher since
1979. (See also "CUE Publisher").
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PAPER COPY (Pt1
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(I orwcilY rrlee red to as "I lard opy.")

POSTINGS

A postings count in the Thesaurus of LI:IC Des( riptor% and Identi tier
Authority List indicates the number of times each term has been assigned to
do, ,nnents and e.)iirnal articles in the database..

PRECISION

Percentage of retrieved items that are relevant to the search topic. A high
precision search retrieves much relevant material, but fewer non-relevant
I terns.

PRICE CODE

A code is assigned to an RIE accession that can be translated into its Paper
Copy and Microfiche price if purchased from the ERIC Document
Reproduction Service (EDR3), e.g., "PC01/MF01". An up-to-date translation
table appears in every issue of RIE. By not putting actual prices in its
database, ERIC avoids the need to update the entire backfile every time
there is a price change.

PUBLICATION TYPE (PUBTYPE)

A data element intended to characterize the form of the document (e.g.,
journal article, dissertation, speech, etc.), as contrasted to its subject
matter. Thirty-five (35) types are distinguished in the present ERIC scheme.

PUBLICATION TYPE INDEX

Found in RIE, this index lists document titles and ED numbers under the
publication types (e.g., Descriptive Reports, Directories, or Statistical 'lat.)
that have been assigned to them to characterize their form or organization,
as contrasted to their subject matter.

RECALL

Percentage of relevant items in the file that are retrieved by the search. A
high recall search is formulated when the requestor needs everything on the
stated topic.
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RESOURCES IN I-INICATION (RIO

A paperbound monthly (I1 pet yrai ) .tl, .tt at t tour n.11 itt.11 c,
dok .11111, t..,
program descriptions, instruc tional mate' rats, tt . Approximately I 5,000
documents are announced annually. PH'. consists of .t resume sec tion of
document abstracts and index sect ions k fi;1fing of separate, 'Nubject, Author,
Institution, and Publication Type indexes. Paperbound:serniannual indexes are
printed by CPO, which functions as the printer anyi subscription agent for
RIP. An annual hardbound cumulation Of both l'umes and indexes is
.n,,ailable frown the CI.11: publisher.

RESUME

A compressed document description including cataloging, indexing, and
abstracting data; a surrogate for the document itself. The term resume is
used for this concept within the ERIC system; other systems describe their
basic record var;ously as an abstract, digest, precis, brief description,
announcement, record, etc.

RETRIEVAL

The process of identifying, locating, and securing information from a
database.

RETROSPECTIVE SEARCH

An examination of the entire database for information on a given topic.

ROTATED DISPLAY

One of four arrangements or formats of the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors
(the others being the Alphabetical Display, the Hierarchical Display, and the
Descriptor Group Display). This display provides a permuted alphabetical
index of all words that form Thesaurus terms, whether Descriptors or USE
references. Complete terms for multi-word Descriptors are entered in
alphabetical order by each word in the term.
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SEARCH IN 1.1 RMEDIARY

lh lAtio ,,asts the II it It w.t,I in dr tin the al, Ii topti throlo.,t1
se art h ne).;otiation, and performs the war, h the!, .1' a-. Ow hill-.
het v. rti the search servo. r and the vtitit.tni

SEARCII NEGOTIATION

The method by which the searcher and the requestor discuss and define the
topics to be covered in the search; the type, format, cost and amount of
information desired; and the purpow for which the material is to be used.

SEARCH SERVICE

Organization such as a library, ageno, or <,*.ate department of education
providing online searches to a specified client, , often for a fee.

SEARCH STRATEGY

The logic of particular inquiry; the demands that a search makes on its
potential output. A search strategy is usually exemplified by a series of
index terms arranged in groups and interconnected by logical operators, e.g.,
(DRINKING) AND (ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES). A record in a data set must
meet the specifications of a search strategy in order to be an output of the
search. Search strategies may be "tight" and geared for retrieval of a small
number of highly relevant items, cr they may be "loose" and geared for
comprehensive output of anything that even touches on the subject.

SELECTIVE DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION (SDI)

Alerting organizations or individuals to the existence of documents that deal
with their areas of special interest. Usually based on a database or group of
databases that are searched on a regular schedule conforming to their update
schedule. The search for any one client/user is said to be based on a "profile"
of that user.
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SIMJECT INDEX

Found in Rib and CUE_, this index provides access to docut tents and journal
articles by major descriptors and identifiers.

THESAURUS

A collection of words or terms. In the fields of library/information science,
the thesaurus is used to classify, index, store, and retrieve information in a
data bank. Thesaurus terms serve as labels; t'ley are keywords or elements
that are descriptive of the text or data being indexed. Thesaurus terms may
be listed alphabetically, or they may be structured into hierarchies,
specialized fields, or other sub-areas. A list of thesaurus terms accompanied
by reference citations becomes an index.

THESAURUS OF ERIC DESCRIPTORS

A publication containing the basic vocabulary used by the ERIC system iol
the indexing of documents and journal articles. It contains approximately
5,000 indexable Main Terms and over 3,000 nonindexable USE references and
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USED FOR 0111 TERM

A "Used Fc,r" term indik atrs .1n equivalent relationship hetween terms in the
Thesaurus. The OF reference is a synonym or variant form of a Descrip.or
and is not used in indexing or searching. Its mandatory reciprocal is the USE
reference. For example, the Thesaurus shows FOLKLORE to be a LT under
the entry for FOLK CULTURE; therefore, FOLK CULTURE is to be "used
for" FOLKLORE.

VENN DIAGRAM

A graihic nietHod circles or ,Ilipses to represent relations in logic
'uctv.een classes by the inclusion, exclusion, or intersection of these figures.

Many of the entries in this Glossary are taken from the ERIC Processing Manuals
Appendix B: Glossary of Terms, August 1982, prepared by the ERIC Processing and
Reference Facility. Other sources used to find definitions are listed below:

Buchanan, B. A glossary of indexing terms. Hamden, CT: Linnet Books, 1976.
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General Infer mation about Computer Searching

Adams, A. L. Planning search strategies for maximu-r, retrieval from biblic4,raphic
databases. Online Review, Deceinber 1979, 3(4), 373-379.

Atherton, P. A., A Christian, R. A. Librarians ,trod online services. N.I.hite Plains, N1:
Know ledge Industry Publications, 1977.

Rourne, C. P. DIALOG; lab workbook (3rd ed.). Palo Alto, CA: Lockheed Research
Laboratories, 1981.

Clark, A. B., et al. Introduction to computer searching using DIATOMFile 1. Third
edition. Syracuse, NY: Syracuse Lniversity, School of Information Studies,
-5-(ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 217 S69, 81 pages)
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